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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to present a systematic literature review of the existing research,
published between 2006 and 2023, in the field of artificial intelligence for management information
systems. Of the 3946 studies that were considered by the authors, 60 primary studies were selected
for analysis. The analysis shows that most research is focused on the application of AI for intelligent
process automation, with an increasing number of studies focusing on predictive analytics and
natural language processing. With respect to the platforms used by AI researchers, the study finds
that cloud-based solutions are preferred over on-premises ones. A new research trend of deploying
AI applications at the edge of industrial networks and utilizing federated learning is also identified.
The need to focus research efforts on developing guidelines and frameworks in terms of ethics, data
privacy, and security for AI adoption in MIS is highlighted. Developing a unified digital business
strategy and overcoming barriers to user–AI engagement are some of the identified challenges to
obtaining business value from AI integration.

Keywords: artificial intelligence; machine learning; intelligent process automation; predictive
analytics; management information systems; enterprise resource planning; cloud computing; edge
computing

1. Introduction

With the global AI SaaS market expected to grow tenfold in value to over USD two
trillion by 2030 [1], artificial intelligence (AI) has become an increasingly popular topic
of research and discussion within the management information systems community. It
has been claimed that AI technology has the potential to be the most disruptive [2,3]
technological force with the largest transformational potential [4] within the organizational
and business setting for the next decade. The possibility of AI-driven innovation has been
studied for a broad range of applications:

• Computer science [5–7];
• Telecommunications [8,9];
• Education [10–12];
• Medicine [13–17];
• Sustainability [18–20].

The rise of interest in AI research and development has been sparked by a series of ac-
cumulating technological advancements with respect to software availability and hardware
requirements. The emergence of open-source neural network models, large language mod-
els, pre-trained transformers, and the possibility for fine-tuning these models has opened
the AI development field to the end user as a developer of AI-driven applications [21]. The
extensive and sophisticated computation inherent to AI training procedures has presented
an obstacle to the introduction of AI in smaller and medium-sized businesses; however,
recent developments in GPU technology (NVIDIA DGX Systems) and analog edge AI
products (Mythic AMPs) have made such integration not only feasible but also affordable.
The trend toward the accessibility of AI development is further reinforced by the expansion
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of cloud-based AI services (SAP Core: AI, SAP: Conversational AI, Oracle AI Services,
AWS AI services), suited to the automation needs of organizations and businesses across
different market segments.

The question of the applicability of large language models (LLMs), generative pre-
trained transformers (GPTs), and AI tools in general to large-scale automation for business
use has been raised in recent years within the ERP and business management software
(BMS) research and development communities [22,23]. Theo Priestley, CEO and founder
of the AI analytics platform Metanomic, has commented on the integration of LLMs and
GPTs such as Google Bard and ChatGPT as enterprise-grade solutions for data analytics
and customer service by ERP providers like SAP, Oracle, IBM, Salesforce, Infor, and Net-
Suite, outlining the importance of considering the trade-off between cost-effectiveness and
competitive advantage. Priestley notes that the use of pre-trained models (Bard, ChatGPT)
fine-tuned on customer data might give BMS and ERP providers a competitive advantage
in terms of having cutting-edge AI technology; however, API charges for gaining and
maintaining access to such models might prove more expensive in the long-term than
the development and training of specialized proprietary models by the BMS and ERP
providers [24]. Given that LLMs and GPTs are heavily data-driven technologies, bias in
training data sets is a rising concern with respect to their application in critical sectors
such as healthcare [25] and law enforcement [26], where data privacy and security are a
necessity. The announcement of the introduction of generative AI within Google Workspace
offers for businesses has sparked a debate on whether the benefits of having personalized
AI tools outweigh the issues with information accuracy, copyright violation, and data
security [27–29].

Despite the aforementioned concerns, research shows that LLMs and GPTs have
been applied with some success in several business sectors [22]: finance and banking,
healthcare, e-commerce, and digital marketing, with the focus of the applications again
being data summarization and analytics as well as automated customer service solutions.
OpenAI lists several successful ChatGPT business integration projects on their “Customer
Stories” webpage [30], including GPT-4 for qualitative data analytics (Viable); GPT-3 for
insight extraction based on customer feedback (Yabble); and GPT-4 for knowledge base
structuring in wealth management (Morgan Stanley). The use of ChatGPT-4 for [30] image
recognition and context generation in blind and low-vision communities (Be My Eyes,
Virtual Volunteer project), language preservation (Government of Iceland), and customer
support and personalized learning in educational platforms (Khan Academy, Duolingo),
shows the transformative potential that such AI technologies can have. However, it is
pertinent to note that LLMs and GPTs are not a replacement for human intelligence and
critical thinking, but rather tools that can support more streamlined and personalized
experiences in business [22], research [31], and educational [32] processes.

With new AI tools continuously introduced as automation solutions for organizations
and businesses across different market segments, an assessment of the current state of AI
technology in management information systems (MIS) can provide valuable insight to re-
searchers and developers. This systematic literature review aims at studying AI technology
with respect to its implementation and adoption in MIS and focuses on identifying:

• Existing opportunities and challenges in AI adoption at the organizational level.
• Available tools and platforms for launching AI services.
• The reported business value of integrated AI models.
• Future research directions.

The paper is structured in a popular literature review format. First, a brief theoretical
introduction to AI in the context of MIS is presented. Second, relevant preceding literature
reviews are considered, and their advantages and limitations are discussed. Third, the
research methodology followed in this paper is explained in detail. Finally, the outcomes
of the performed literature research are discussed, its limitations are acknowledged, and
further research directions are identified.
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2. Background and Related Research

A systematic literature review on the inclusion of AI in information systems [4] has
pointed out a “lack of clarity concerning the concept and classification of AI” in literature
resources, with 54 of the 98 primary literature sources of the study [4] giving no clear
definition of the AI relevant to the study, while of the remaining 44 sources, 7 gave a
definition of AI without referencing it and 37 used a total of 28 different definitions of AI.
This concerning trend of the lack of a unified definition of the distinct qualities of AI has
continued in the years after the study was published (2021) and has led to a broadening
of the scope of AI to include a vast variety of tools and capabilities. To avoid the inherent
vagueness of the term AI, in our study, we have identified a list of capabilities presented in
Table 1, which the literature sources we chose as primary have included in their definitions
of AI. The selection process used for identifying the primary sources is described in detail
in the Materials and Methods section of this review.

Table 1. List of AI capabilities as identified by the referenced primary sources.

Capabilities * Description

Predictive Analytics

A branch of advanced analytics that makes predictions about future outcomes using
historical data combined with statistical modeling, data mining techniques, and machine
learning. Companies employ predictive analytics to find patterns in this data to identify
risks and opportunities [33].

Intelligent Process Automation

The application of neural networks and related new technologies, including computer
vision and cognitive automation, for robotic process automation, i.e., technology that
simplifies the processes of building, deploying, and managing software robots (bots), and
the processes of deploying and managing context-aware robots in an industrial setting [34].

Machine Learning
The use and development of computer systems that are able to learn and adapt without
following explicit instructions, by using algorithms and statistical models to analyze and
draw inferences from patterns in data [35].

Natural Language Processing

NLP combines rule-based modeling of human language (computational linguistics) with
statistical, machine learning, and deep learning models to enable computers to process
human language in the form of text or voice data and to analyze and synthesize a relevant
response in the form of natural language and speech. NLP is the foundation of speech
recognition [36].

Machine Vision
All industrial and non-industrial applications in which a combination of hardware and
software provide operational guidance to devices in the execution of their functions based
on the capture and processing of images [37].

Expert Systems A computer program that is capable of simulating the judgment and behavior of a human
or an organization that has expertise and experience in a particular field [38].

* Studies regarding the use of different AI capabilities in robotics have been summarized within the category of AI
capability used by the study.

Since this literature review focuses on the application of AI in management information
systems, a relevant definition and scope of the term MIS must also be provided. MIS
are information systems used for decision-making, coordination, control, analysis, and
visualization of information regarding the processes, people, and technology employed
within an organizational setting. MIS is a term unifying various software solutions for
automation at the organizational level such as [39]:

• Decision support systems (DSS);
• Executive information systems (EIS);
• Office automation systems (OAS);
• Knowledge management systems (KMS);
• Transaction processing systems (TPS);
• Enterprise resource planning systems (ERP).

The field of MIS relies on the implementation and integration of business analytics (BA)
tools to transform aggregated organizational and business data into insights for improving
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business decisions, as well as employing AI for process automation of repetitive low-value-
added tasks [40]. Here, the term business analytics is used to describe a set of disciplines
and technologies for solving business problems using data analysis, statistical models, and
other quantitative methods, involving an iterative, methodical exploration of organizational
and experience data, with an emphasis on statistical analysis, to drive decision-making. AI-
powered business analytics tools allow organizations to utilize machine learning algorithms
and predictive analytics to identify trends and extract insights from complex data sets
across multiple organizational sources [41].

Based on the provided definitions of AI capabilities and the defined scope of MIS, a
systematic literature review of the existing applications of AI in MIS was prepared and will
be presented in this paper. However, before the findings of the review are discussed, it is
appropriate to consider previously conducted literature reviews with similar agendas.

Literature studies that have been conducted with respect to the implementation of AI
in an organizational or business setting, can be summarized in the following categories
based on the main research topic:

• Finance and Accounting [42,43];
• Information management [44];
• Human resource management [45–47];
• Decision-making [48,49];
• Forecasting [50];
• Conversational agents [51].

It is evident that each of the above-mentioned literature reviews has focused on a
narrow segment of AI applications in management information systems. Thus, the insight
they provide is rich for each individual research topic and at the same time limited to a
specific AI application segment, which does not allow for the exploration of business op-
portunities arising from data exchange in overlapping segments, e.g., the use of forecasting
models for predictive financial reporting, the effects of the deployment of digital assistants
on decision-making in the organizational setting or the outcomes of the application of
conversational agents in the early stages of employee onboarding. In addition, due to the
fast pace of AI development and the surge of investments in AI research in recent years,
some of the literature reviews conducted on sources up to the year 2020 no longer provide
a complete view of the available technology in a specified segment.

Three systematic literature reviews [3,4,52] will also be considered since they approach
the literature investigation by incorporating a wide range of AI applications and thus
mitigate the segmentation of the resulting insights. A comparison of [3,4,52] with the
current systematic literature review is presented in Table 2. It is pertinent to discuss the
limitations of previous systematic literature reviews. Highlighting these limitations is
helpful to the research community, as well as to the authors of this review in presenting a
more thorough view on the key factors affecting the adoption of AI in MIS.

The literature review conducted by Borges et al. [3] cited a total of 41 primary studies
from a variety of journals and conferences; however, its focus was on specific AI interactions
with organizational strategy, unlike that of the current literature study, which investigates
the challenges and opportunities for AI adoption, platforms used, and contributions made
by researchers when implementing AI in MIS.

Collins et al. [4] focused their review on the subject definition and business value
identification of AI in information systems. Their study provides valuable insight into the
concept and classification of AI tools in information systems; however, their journal selec-
tion process excluded some valuable literature sources, e.g., the Q1 journal Knowledge-Based
Systems focused on AI applications in MIS and the Q1 Journal of Supply Chain Management
focused on information systems research. The review conducted by Rzepka and Berger [38]
is narrowly focused on the context of user interaction with AI tools and provides insights
into the effects of such interactions; however, it is primarily focused on the outcomes in
terms of user behavior rather than business value.
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The outlined limitations of previous systematic literature reviews allow for a knowl-
edge gap to be recognized with respect to the identification of key factors affecting the
process of AI adoption in MIS. The current literature review aims to minimize this knowl-
edge gap by identifying some of these factors: challenges of AI adoption at the organi-
zational level of automation, existing AI capabilities and platforms, business value, and
contributions made by researchers in the field of AI adoption in MIS.

Table 2. Comparison of existing systematic literature reviews and the present review.

Study Purpose Chronological Scope of
Research Number of Primary Sources

Borges et al. [3] To investigate the application of AI
in organizational strategy. 2009–2020 41

Collins et al. [4]
To define AI as a subject of research
and identify its uses in business
information systems.

2005–2020 98

Rzepka and Berger [52]
To study individual user interaction
with AI tools in the context of
information systems.

1987–2017 91

Our study

To identify challenges and
opportunities for the adoption of AI
in MIS, discuss existing platforms
and tools, and provide directives
for future research.

2006–2023 60

3. Materials and Methods

This section presents the research methodology used in this study. A systematic
research approach for the purpose of creating literature reviews has the following advan-
tages: transparency and review replicability [53], high quality of the resulting analysis for
studies with a clearly formulated research question [54], and the capability to summarize
large quantities of research studies [55]. Since we aim at creating a literature review based
on specific research questions and identifying key factors for AI application in MIS in a
transparent manner from available research sources, the use of the systematic research
approach is most suitable.

The quality of a literature review is dependent on the rigor of the search process [56].
Thus, it is considered best to develop the search strategy in concert with the posed research
questions. The goal is then to find as many studies as possible that are capable of answering
one or more of the research questions [57]. The choice of research questions directly
affects the primary source selection. The research questions investigated in this study were
identified by the authors based on perceived knowledge gaps in previous literature reviews
and the necessity of providing up-to-date answers to questions that have been posed
previously by the AI research community in literature reviews [3,4,52] and studies [58,59].

The objective of this systematic literature review is to answer the following research
questions:

RQ. 1 What AI capabilities are utilized by AI researchers?

RQ. 2 What types of platforms are utilized by AI researchers?

RQ. 3 What kinds of contributions are made by studies of AI in MIS?

RQ. 4 What business value has been identified by studies of AI in MIS?

RQ. 5 What are the challenges and benefits of the adoption of AI in MIS?

RQ. 1 aims at providing a contemporary view of what AI capabilities are most fre-
quently utilized by researchers in the field of AI and more specifically its implementation in
MIS. The categorization of studies, performed based on RQ1, includes new categories of AI
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capabilities that were not separately considered by previous reviews, i.e., intelligent process
automation and predictive analytics. RQ. 2 focuses on identifying trends with respect to
the type of platforms used to deploy AI applications for the purpose of MIS research. RQ. 3
and RQ. 4 are oriented toward defining the contributions that AI researchers have brought
to the MIS community in terms of innovation and business value. RQ. 5 aims at identifying
some of the challenges and benefits of adopting AI in MIS.

Applying the systematic literature review methodology, as described in [60,61], to the
research questions above requires a 3-stage process to be followed to generate a systematic
literature review. The first stage (planning the review) and second stage (conducting the
review) are described in this section. The last stage—reporting of the review outcomes—is
presented in the Results section of this paper. In the Discussion section, possible limitations
of the performed systematic literature review are considered and the strategies applied for
their mitigation are discussed.

3.1. Planning the Review

A common approach to conducting literature reviews is to use a keyword string search
to locate appropriate literature sources from available electronic literature databases. A
universally accepted search strategy is to base the search string on the research questions
and to include a list of synonyms, alternative spellings, and abbreviations of the search
terms [57]. Based on the research questions and considering the theoretical background in
artificial intelligence and management information systems domains, this review focused
on the following sample key phrase selection for identifying relevant source material:
“artificial intelligence”, “machine learning”, “deep learning”, “neural networks”, “cog-
nitive enhancement”, “speech recognition”, “natural language processing”, “intelligent
process automation”, “predictive analytics”, “enterprise resource planning”, “information
management”, “expert systems”, “knowledge management systems”, “business value”,
“cloud-based platform”, “edge AI”, and “federated learning”. The selected key phrases
correspond to the choice of research questions. By focusing the key phrases on recently
researched AI capabilities, terminology related to management information systems, and
types of platforms for deploying AI applications, the possibility of gathering studies that
are relevant to one or more of the posed research questions is increased. However, given
the variety of AI capabilities, models, and methods in use by AI researchers and the lack
of cohesiveness in the way they are referred to by researchers, a more thorough search
strategy was needed. Thus, the initial database search was performed iteratively by in-
cluding different variations of the key phrases, as well as enriching the search strings with
terminology specific to the adoption of AI in MIS. The above-mentioned key phrases were
used as the basis for formulating the string search; however, they do not represent the
complete and exhaustive list of terms used in the search.

The search for source material was conducted in three research databases: Scopus,
Web of Science, and Association of Information Systems e-library; however, all the sources
extracted via the AIS e-library were duplicated in the Scopus and Web of Science extractions
and the duplicate articles were later discarded.

The following inclusion criteria were identified in accordance with the selected re-
search methodology:

• Journal and conference papers that addressed the intersection between AI and man-
agement information systems domains, containing the key phrases defined above in
their title, abstract, or keywords.

• Journal and conference papers written in English.
• Journal and conference papers published since 2006, when research studies started

focusing on overlapping topics in the AI and MIS research domains.
• Studies that directly answer one or more of the research questions.

The following exclusion search criteria were identified in accordance with the selected
research methodology:

• Duplicate articles.
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• Use of the key phrases only in the abstract to present the context of the study.
• Unavailability of the full study text as an electronic document.
• Simulation studies (no actual application of AI technology).

As recommended by [61], the data extraction process was planned based on the re-
search questions in order to outline similarities and differences between the research results
of the examined studies. Thus, the following main search elements were highlighted: au-
thor(s); year when the paper was published; language of publication; source of publication;
title; abstract; indexed keywords; AI capability in the organizational context addressed by
the paper; challenges of adopting AI in the researched MIS application; research method;
and the business value and benefits of the AI application.

3.2. Conducting the Review

Sample search strings used for conducting the literature search in the scientific
databases, Scopus, Web of Science, and AIS e-library, are presented in Table 3. The database
search was performed in a fragmentary manner with subsequent search strings being
increasingly narrowly defined, i.e., using more AND logic connections between search
terms and implementing more specific key phrases.

Regarding the Scopus database search, a selection of journals relevant to the field of
Management Information Systems was made in order to focus the search on the desired
research domain. The journal selection was made based on the SJR impact factor and
quartile ranking in the fields of Management Information Systems, Information Systems,
and Artificial Intelligence. The selected journals have high SJR impact factors, with the
lowest being 1.38 and the highest–4.91 (ranking from 2022), and all of them fall into the
Q1 category for Management Information Systems or Information Systems research. The
journals Knowledge-based Systems and the International Journal of Information Management
also fall into the Q1 category for artificial intelligence research.

The selected journals are:

1. Management Information Systems Quarterly;
2. Journal of the Association of Information Systems;
3. Knowledge-based Systems;
4. Information Systems Journal;
5. Information Systems Research;
6. Journal of Information Technology;
7. International Journal of Information Management;
8. Journal of Management Information Systems;
9. Journal of Strategic Information Systems;
10. Journal of Supply Chain Management;
11. European Journal of Information Systems;
12. Human Factors and Ergonomics in Manufacturing and Service Industries.

Conference research papers were mainly extracted from the published editions of
the International Conference on Information Systems (ICIS), International Conference
on Automatics and Informatics (ICAI), and the European Conference on Information
Systems (ECIS). The conference selection was based on a mix of indicators, including paper
submission and acceptance rates, citation rates, and the visibility and research history of the
conference organizing and editorial teams. ICIS and ECIS both hold low paper acceptance
rates, with less than 30% of the submitted papers being accepted for publication as of
2022, and implement rigorous editing and reviewing procedures. ICAI, organized by the
IEEE Robotics and Automation Society, brings together researchers and industry experts in
the fields of information and automation technology and thus provides opportunities for
publishing research focused on overlapping topics in the AI and MIS research domains.

A multistage process was implemented to identify and summarize the available
literature on AI applications in management information systems. The selection process
consisted of the stages, shown in Figure 1, and followed the procedural phases described
below.
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Figure 1. Number of studies at each stage of the selection process.

The procedural phases were the following:

• The key phrases were searched in titles, indexed keywords, and abstracts, without any
limitations imposed on the search. In this phase, the following metadata regarding the
examined studies were extracted: authors, publication year, title, keywords, abstract,
publication source title, language, and document type. The generated article metadata
were stored in .csv files and Microsoft Excel spreadsheets.

• The inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied. Duplicated research was removed.
• The selected articles were exported, read, and assessed based on relevancy.
• Relying on the full content of each article selected in the final stage of the selection

process, manual information extraction was performed with respect to the defined re-
search questions RQ1–RQ5. The full content of the selected articles was independently
read and assessed by both authors, having in mind the defined research questions.

It is important to note that studies were eligible for selection if they presented either
empirical data on the application of AI capabilities in MIS or if they were non-empirical
studies with clear academic contributions to the MIS research field.

Sample search strings based on the selection of the literature source database are
presented in Table 3. The * sign is commonly used in search strings as a symbol to note
distinctive word stems to retrieve variations of a term or phrases containing the term with
less typing.

Table 3. Sample search strings based on the choice of database.

Database Source Sample Search String

Scopus

TITLE-ABS-KEY (“AI” OR “artificial intelligence” OR “machine learning” OR “neural networks” OR
cognitive* OR automation* OR business* OR augment* OR enterprise*) AND SRCTITLE (“MIS Quarterly:
Management Information Systems” OR “INFORMATION SYSTEMS RESEARCH” OR “JOURNAL OF
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS” OR “JOURNAL OF STRATEGIC INFORMATION
SYSTEMS” OR “EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS” OR “INFORMATION SYSTEMS
JOURNAL” OR “JOURNAL OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY” OR “JOURNAL OF THE
ASSOCIATION FOR INFORMATION SYSTEMS” OR “INFORMATION AND ORGANIZATION” OR
“INFORMATION AND MANAGEMENT” OR “JOURNAL OF SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT” OR
“KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS” ) AND PUBYEAR ≥ 2006

Web of Science (WoS) TS = (“AI” OR “artificial intelligence” OR “machine learning” OR “neural networks” OR “natural
language processing” OR “speech recognition” OR cognitive* OR automation* OR business* OR augment*
OR enterprise* OR resource plan* OR expert sys*)AIS e-library
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The sources selected as primary, on which the analytical part of this study is based,
are listed in the References section as [62–121].

4. Results

The reported outcomes of the literature review are presented in the form of an analysis
of the 60 selected primary studies (marked as [62–121] in the References section) based on
the identified research questions. Each research question is discussed in a separate section.

RQ. 1 What AI capabilities are utilized by AI researchers?

The aim of this question is to categorize the studies based on the main type of AI
capability that was investigated in the study. Since it is possible to combine a variety of
capabilities in a single AI system or toolbox, such studies were categorized by singling out
the main capability used in the research. Figure 2 shows the distribution of AI capabilities
utilized in the examined studies.
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Evidently, research efforts are focused on exploring intelligent process automation
and machine learning capabilities. A rise in interest in natural language processing and
predictive analytics can be noted with respect to the outcomes from previous literature
reviews [4], which showed NLP as a relatively unexplored field and did not consider
predictive analytics as a large enough field to explore outside of machine learning.

RQ. 2 What types of platforms are utilized by AI researchers?

The aim of this question was to identify the types of platforms used by AI researchers
for their applications. The classification focuses on isolating whether the application works
on a cloud-based platform (SAP Core AI/Conversational AI, Oracle AI services, etc.), an
on-premises server, or edge devices, where the data are generated (smartphones, tablets,
computers, etc.). The studies which present hybrid architectures are counted in a separate
category.

Figure 3 shows that the majority of the examined studies focused on cloud-based or
on-premises applications, while only two studies investigated edge device AI applications
and one study focused on hybrid architectures. A potential future research direction would
be to focus on developing edge AI applications and investigate possibilities for federated
learning and heterogenous data silo structures. Edge AI applications allow for greater data
privacy and security since the use of federated learning means that the training of a smaller
AI model is performed locally on an edge device, where the data are generated, and only
aggregated data outcomes are presented for training to the large model based on the cloud.
Such implementations also mitigate concerns regarding data accessibility in cases when the
cloud service becomes temporarily unavailable.
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The choice of platform for AI integration can have a significant effect on data privacy
and security and thus can be used to help organizations comply with the increasing number
of data regulation and protection laws and policies implemented by the European Union
(EU). One such instance is the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which came into
effect for all EU and EEA (European Economic Area) member countries on 25 May 2018.
The GDPR requires organizations to implement appropriate technical and organizational
measures to ensure the security of personal data generated on edge devices. AI can support
GDPR compliance by automating data protection tasks and identifying potential data
breaches in real time. Some considerations regarding the impact of AI on data privacy and
protection have been summarized in [122].

RQ. 3 What kind of contributions are made by studies of AI in MIS?

The aim of this research question is to identify and categorize the contributions of the
primary studies and thus single out categories in which academic discourse on AI in MIS
should be encouraged. There are five contribution categories, namely: framework, method,
and technique; lessons learned; model or tool; guidelines; and implication or advice. A
graphical representation of the contributions of the 60 primary studies is presented in
Figure 4. Analysis of the 60 primary studies also shows that contributions were largely
made as lessons learned (29 studies) and models or tools (15 studies), whereas advice or
implication (7 studies), methods (6 studies), and guidelines (3 studies) comprised a smaller
amount of the examined sample. Where more than one type of contribution was identified,
the main contribution, as stated by the authors of the given primary study, was assumed as
the type of contribution to be counted for that study.
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It is important to note that contributions of the type ‘lessons learned’ are context-
specific, and given the large variety of applications that are examined, accumulating
universally applicable knowledge from these types of contributions is time-consuming.
The need for more studies focusing on guidelines and frameworks, especially in terms of
ethics, data privacy, and security for AI adoption in MIS is highlighted. A rise in research
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studies contributing models and tools is evident, in contrast with reported outcomes from
previous literature reviews [4], which called on the research community to contribute more
specifically to the categories of models and tools.

RQ. 4 What business value has been identified by studies of AI in MIS?

As noted in previous literature reviews [4,123], the qualitative approach to the clas-
sification of AI applications in MIS based on the type of business value generated by the
research is more appropriate than arbitrary measurements of business value in a specified
currency, which are subject to inaccuracies due to the rapid pace of market changes in the
technology domain. The following business value types are defined:

• Process Automation, i.e., the value generated due to the automation of business
processes and elimination of low-value-added tasks from human workflows.

• Analytical Insight, i.e., the value generated due to business insight based on predictive
data analytics and forecasting techniques.

• Cognitive Interaction, i.e., the value generated due to the engagement of employees or
customers with digital assistants, AI tools and interfaces, or NLP agents.

A visual representation of the distribution of primary studies based on business value
type is presented in Figure 5.
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Future research efforts can shift focus away from process automation and toward
applications that generate value with respect to analytical data insights and cognitive
interaction.

RQ. 5 What are the challenges and benefits of the adoption of AI in MIS?

The identified benefits and challenges within the primary research studies are summa-
rized in Table 4. The classification is based on the source of generated business value.

Table 4. Challenges and benefits of adoption of AI in MIS.

Source of Business Value Benefits Challenges Primary Sources

Process Automation

Ease of implementation and rapid
return on investment.
Allows human resources to focus
their attention on value-added
tasks.

To achieve benefits through the use of
AI in automation, a unified digital
business strategy must be developed
and implemented at all company
locations.
Decision logic and business rules must
be integrated.

[63–72]
[74–81],

[84,87,88,90]
[92,94],

[95],
[101–106,108]

[116,117]
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Table 4. Cont.

Source of Business Value Benefits Challenges Primary Sources

Analytical Insight

Deep learning and machine
learning techniques can extract
patterns from large volumes of
generated data at a speed that a
human being cannot achieve.
AI tools are much more suited
than human operators to perform
predictive analytics for
high-velocity data generation
domains.

Some AI technologies rely on human
experts to establish a working
hypothesis and to identify relevant
features, but the fear of job elimination
can drive human operators to be
unwilling to share knowledge and
provide expertise for AI model creation.

[85,86],
[97,98],

[100,107],
[109–113,115]

[118–121]

Cognitive Interaction

AI applications can create
competitive advantages by
improving customers’ experience
and engagement through digital
assistants and conversational
agents.
Onboarding and on-the-job
learning processes can be
supported by intelligent AI
assistants built to provide
responses to prompt-like queries.

Resulting changes in workforce
structure and possible job reductions
with respect to instructors and HR
specialists.
Overall lack of confidence in AI
decisions, recommendations, and
responses, based on negative previous
experience.
Barriers to engagement with intelligent
digital assistants: access to the Internet
and to AI tools (hidden by paywalls
and subscriptions) as well as at least a
basic understanding of prompting
techniques and general technical
competence.

[62,73,82,83,89,
91,93,96,99,114]

5. Discussion
5.1. Summary of Findings

In the framework of the conducted systematic literature review, the authors identi-
fied, classified, and analyzed 3946 studies on the subject of adopting AI in management
information systems that were published between 2006 and March 2023. Of these, 60 were
identified as primary studies after an exhaustive sorting and filtering process.

The presented systematic literature review aims at filling a knowledge gap created by
previous literature reviews in the field of artificial intelligence adoption in management
information systems. While previous systematic literature reviews have focused on specific
aspects of the influence of AI on organizational-level automation and information systems,
such as the impact of AI on organizational strategy [3], and studied individual user in-
teractions with AI tools [52], this review focuses on creating a contemporary overview of
research contributions in the field of AI adoption in MIS and their practical implications.

This review grouped the selected primary studies based on the AI capabilities iden-
tified in the researchers’ own definitions of AI. This sorting procedure was implemented
due to a concerning trend of a lack of cohesiveness in the definition and scope of artificial
intelligence functionalities used in the research community, which was also identified by
a previous systematic literature review [4]. While the majority of the research is focused
on the application of AI for intelligent process automation, there is a notable increase in
the number of studies focused on predictive analytics and natural language processing. A
previous literature review on AI in information systems research [4] reported that NLP was
a relatively unexplored field and did not consider predictive analytics as a large enough
field to explore outside of machine learning; however, in recent years, the focus of research
has evidently shifted toward providing business insight based on predictive analytics and
developing NLP models for human–AI interaction.

While most AI implementations are facilitated by using cloud or on-premises data
centers for the necessary training and data aggregation, an exciting new research trend has
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focused on AI applications at the edge of industrial networks and the development of fed-
erated learning methodologies. This trend has not been brought up in previous systematic
literature reviews in the field of AI adoption in management information systems.

The presented literature review identified five contribution categories within the
examined AI research sources, namely framework, method, and technique; lessons learned;
model or tool; guidelines; and implication or advice. The identified contribution categories
were used for the classification of the 60 primary studies. The classification shows that
the majority of contributions were made in the ‘lessons learned’ category, which generates
context-specific contributions, and given the diversity of applications that are examined,
accumulating universally applicable knowledge from this type of contribution is considered
very time-consuming. The need for more studies focusing on guidelines and frameworks
for the adoption of AI in MIS is highlighted, especially in terms of ethics, data privacy, and
security. An evident rise in research studies contributing to AI models and tools has been
identified. Such research contributions have a lasting impact since, if properly conducted
and documented, these tools can be used by the research community to further investigate
their applicability to unsolved problems in a variety of practical fields.

The review utilizes a qualitative approach to the classification of AI applications in
MIS, based on the type of business value generated by the research, rather than quantifying
business value by generated revenue. The resulting three categories of generated business
value are process automation, analytical insight, and cognitive interaction. While most of
the primary studies contribute business value in the form of process automation, there is a
recognizable shift in research focus toward cognitive insight applications such as chatbots
and AI-driven digital assistants. Key benefits and challenges arising from AI adoption in
management information systems were also identified.

5.2. Study Contributions

This study aims at providing a contemporary overview of the existing AI applications,
focusing on the organizational level of automation and management information systems.
The review encompasses sources from 2006 to 2023, providing the most up-to-date literature
review in the field of AI adoption in MIS.

By identifying the most researched AI capabilities, this study provides practitioners
with an indication as to which AI technologies could become most widespread in industrial
and organizational settings in the near future. This is an important practical implication
for businesses, which strive toward the automation and digitalization of their operations.
Additionally, this review should enable industry practitioners in their research efforts
directed toward finding studies that can contribute to solving specific challenges of the
adoption of AI in MIS.

This study discussed previous systematic literature reviews with similar agendas [3,4,52].
An attempt has been made to introduce improvements to the review process compared to
previous reviews by:

• Including a larger variety of journals (Knowledge-based Systems, Journal of Supply Chain
Management, Human Factors and Ergonomics in Manufacturing and Service Industries) and
conferences (ICAI) that were not part of the scope of previous reviews.

• Discussing recent developments in AI, more specifically the impact of large language
models and generative pre-trained transformers on the business use of AI.

• Classifying AI services and tools based on the type of hosting platform: cloud, edge,
or hybrid, whereas previous systematic literature reviews focused mainly on cloud
implementations.

Furthermore, suggestions for future research directions, based on the performed
literature review, are discussed in the last subsection of the Discussion section.
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5.3. Study Limitations

After summarizing the findings and contributions of this study, it is important to note
some threats to the validity of the conducted research, inherent bias factors, and mitigation
strategies that were used to counterbalance those threats.

With respect to construct validity, i.e., the extent to which the research procedure
accurately assesses the subject matter, the threat of mismatching the source material and the
aim of the literature review was mitigated by implementing a thorough selection process
(Figure 1).

Regarding internal validity, i.e., establishing true causal relationships and ensuring
that the reported outcomes were not a result of an unmeasured factor, any resulting threats
were alleviated by the fact that this review does not focus on establishing statistical causal
relationships but merely identifies key factors in the adoption of AI applications in MIS.

Pertaining to conclusion validity, i.e., the inherent bias of the researcher when inter-
preting the extracted information, the following mitigation techniques were employed: a
full audit trail for the selection process from the original number of studies to the selected
primary studies is provided, a strict selection procedure is followed, and conclusions drawn
from the analysis of the selected 60 primary studies have been agreed upon by both authors.

Although strategies were employed to mitigate the threats to the validity of this
literature review, we acknowledge that the manner of journal and conference source
selection as well as the applied exclusion and inclusion criteria might limit the scope of the
performed literature review.

5.4. Suggestions for Future Research

Given the large amounts of data generated by devices operating in organizational net-
works, informational security and data privacy in the organizational setting are key future
research directions [124,125]. Context-specific practical considerations when implementing
organizational-level automation must be considered [126–128]. Discussing the challenges
arising from AI adoption in management information systems helped with formulating
additional future research directions. Researchers have increasingly focused their efforts
on investigating the opportunities for applying AI tools and models to tasks related to
process automation, as shown in the Results section of this study and previous literature
reviews [4]. An interesting and relatively unexplored topic for future research would be
the examination of the overlap between digital twin technology and intelligent process
automation in smart factories. Research on how AI-powered robots and intelligent UAVs
would affect customer and healthcare services is still lacking, with most of the research
efforts focusing on the impact of such technology on logistics [129,130], delivery [131–134],
and warehousing tasks [135–139].

Additionally, the following suggestions for future research in the field of AI imple-
mentation in MIS were identified based on the analysis of the currently available literature
sources:

• Process automation and business logic definition across different cloud ERP platforms:
SAP, Oracle.

• ML and computer vision applications for robotization in smart factory deployment.
• Intelligent workflow modeling and business process template generation.
• Impact of process automation on employee engagement.
• Business strategies for the successful inclusion of LLMs and GPTs in the work environ-

ment.
• Generative AI for CAD modeling and industrial design.
• Intelligent quality assurance practices for generative AI design applications.
• Human experience management: effects of the use of AI assistants in onboarding

procedures.
• Predictive analytics and process automation for human experience management.
• Sales forecasting and client targeting.
• Social media data analytics for advertisement targeting.
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• Strategies to assess job reduction threats and mitigate the fear of adoption of AI
technologies.

• Operational data analytics and bottleneck forecasting for production planning.
• Natural language robot control for large-scale process automation.
• Application of NLP and large language models for controlling unmanned aerial

vehicles.
• Quality control in automated production scenarios.
• Intelligent warehouse management and product life-cycle tracking.
• AI techniques and tools for threat and malware detection.
• Data privacy and informational security for AI applications.
• Cost analysis of edge vs. cloud-based AI applications.

The suggested future research directions, identified by the authors in the process of
analyzing the existing research in the field of AI adoption in MIS, can be of use to both the
research and business sectors in deciding on future research and development efforts.

In conclusion, this paper presents a systematic literature review of the existing research
in the field of the application of artificial intelligence in management information systems. A
classification of AI capabilities observed across the reviewed literature sources is developed.
Previous related research is considered, and relevant findings and limitations are discussed.
An in-depth view of the applied research methodology is provided. The primary source
selection process is detailed. Key phrases and search strings are proposed. The study
focuses on the integration of emerging AI technologies at the organizational level of
automation and identifies research opportunities and challenges; existing capabilities and
platforms; business value and research contributions; and future research directions.
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